Automatic Vertical cutter for cutting different thickness slabs from
PU block. Dual bevel blade allows for cutting in both directions with
high precision and high speed. The touch screen control varies the
cut speed, quantity and dimension of the sheets.

Double bevel blade allows cutting in both
directions. The SVS is a semi-automated
cutter. The machine has a powered Blade
Guide for easy adjustment.

G WIRE

Semi-Automated Vertical Saw

G WIRE 1.5
Foam Shaper

FEMA VS

Manual Vertical Saw
Fully manual entry level band saw. Double
bevel blade allows cutting in both directions.

Economical manual abrasive wire foam shaper for cutting soft and
rigid polyurethane foams. Operates by following a template shape.

HORIZONTAL

Automatic Vertical Saw

BAND SAW

AUTOMATIC SAW

FEMA AVS

FEMA SVS

CAROUSEL

Multiple Block Slitter
An automatic horizontal slitter designed to cut multiple polyurethane blocks
up to 55 inches high with a speed range of 32 ft./min to 328 ft./min*.

PREMIUM FOAM CUTTING SOLUTIONS

CONVOLUTER

Geometric Patterns
Designed specifically to split and
shape foam for areas such as
automotive, mattress padding and
packaging. Convoluted foam is
often referred to as egg crate foam.

FROM

Horizontal CNC continuous blade contour cutter with an option to add an
oscillating blade. The EVO is equipped as the flagship model, with blade
guide and block clamp features. Features an automatic rotating turn table.
Cuts rigid, semi-rigid and flexible polyurethane foam.

FEMA Italian Cutting Systems is a 25-year-old, proven
leader in CNC foam cutting equipment. Their team of
technicians, builders, mechanics and software engineers
is dedicated to the manufacture of vertical and horizontal
contour cutting machines that feature continuous blade
and oscillating blades, foam milling machines, band saws,
convoluters and carousels as well as production line foam
cutting. Total Quality is what sets FEMA Italian Cutting
Systems apart from the competition.

GIOTTO HCS

Horizontal Continuous and Oscillating Cutting
demandproducts.com | sales@demandproducts.com

Horizontal CNC continuous blade contour cutter with an option to add an
oscillating blade. Features a manual rotating turn table. Cuts rigid, semi-rigid
and flexible polyurethane foam.

MICHELANGELO SCV

Vertical Continuous Cutting
Vertical CNC continuous blade machine for high quality precision
contour and detail cutting. High speed cutting up to 213 ft./min*, up to
a 47-inch height. Cuts rigid, semi-rigid and flexible polyurethane foam.

COMBOLINE

Horizontal and Vertical Integration
The Comboline pairs up the horizontal Giotto HCS and the vertical
Michelangelo SCV. Connected by a transfer conveyor, the Comboline
allows you to operate the Giotto and Michelangelo cutters independently,
optimizing production time and increasing the efficiency of the system.

RELIABLE

Horizontal Continuous and Oscillating Cutting

COMBOLINE

Continuous Blade Machines • Oscillating Blades
Fast Wire Machines • Slitters • Convoluters

GIOTTO EVO

MICHELANGELO

Demand Products Inc. is the exclusive distributor in
North America for FEMA Italian Cutting Systems

GIOTTO

ELEVATING EXPECTATIONS IN FOAM CUTTING

Showroom
Demonstrations
Sales / Service
Installation
Machine Parts

PROVEN RELIABILITY
Delivering Quality

Demand Products has lead the way in foam cutting equipment sales,
service and installation for over 30 years. Beginning with introducing
the first hot wire foam cutting table in the 1980’s and growing to offer a
full range of foam handling equipment solutions from cutting to grinding
to recycling technology.
Our technicians are fully trained to address all issues. They are
professional and courteous and dedicated to having you up and running
as quickly as possible whether on an installation or service call.
Demand Products is the only company to offer a showroom where you
can see equipment in action before making a decision. Feel free to send
in sample materials ahead of your visit so we can deliver a personalized
demonstration specifically for your needs.
Contact us today to learn more about the quality foam handling solutions
we offer for your company.

1055 Nine North Drive, Alpharetta, GA 30004
Tel: 770.772.7448 | Fax: 770.772.4618 | 800.325.7540
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